In-baskets are relatively high-fidelity simulations that have been used to predict performance in many occupations including clerical, law enforcement, managerial, and a variety of professional jobs (Schippmann, Prien, & Katz, 1990). In typical in-baskets, examinees are given documents often found in a job incumbent’s inbox, such as memos, e-mails with and without attached reports, letters, and a calendar. Examinees respond to each document by indicating the action(s) they would take. Responses can include prioritizing tasks, identifying inconsistencies in scheduling, finding mistakes in expense vouchers, delegating correspondence and other activities to a subordinate, and determining how to handle a problem employee.

Often, in-baskets have been included as part of larger assessment centers to measure constructs such as decision making, delegation, adaptability, and other dimensions needed for managerial success (Thornton & Byham, 1982; Tsacoumis, 2007). However, in-baskets are often administered in isolation. Unlike other assessment center exercises, such as role-plays and leaderless group discussions that are administered in person and in group settings, in-baskets often are completed online without human interaction. In-baskets also measure different constructs than other simulation measures. Whereas role-plays and leaderless group discussions often measure interpersonal skills (e.g., conflict management and relating to others), in-baskets often measure managerial and administrative skills (e.g., delegation and attention to detail). They also measure declarative and procedural job knowledge (e.g., knowledge of human resources [HR] processes and general investigative knowledge). In addition, in-baskets can be scored fairly easily using rating scales, checklists, or multiple-choice test items, and many lend themselves to computer scoring. Given the ease of online administration and scoring, as well as the in-basket’s inherent face validity, several multinational test vendors (e.g., Aon, Psychological Services, Inc., Development Dimensions International, and Select International) administer and score in-basket exercises.
as stand-alone simulations over the Internet. Considering that they measure different constructs than other simulation measures and their widespread use, it is important to know the in-basket’s psychometric characteristics, including reliability and validity.

Similar to assessment centers, interviews, and situational judgment tests (SJTs), in-baskets are a measurement method that assess multiple constructs rather than a single construct per se (Arthur & Villado, 2008). Although in-baskets can and likely do measure multiple constructs, there is some consensus on constructs typically assessed. Generally, statements on constructs assessed are based on assertions by the in-basket developers. For example, it is asserted that the in-basket technique measures various administrative skills linked to managerial success (e.g., Lopez, 1966). Other studies provide empirical support for statements of the constructs assessed. For example, Meyer (1970) found that a factor analysis of in-basket ratings produced two major performance dimensions: supervision and planning/administration. Tett and Jackson (1990) found that six behaviors were reliably measured with an in-basket: delegating, seeking advice, following advice, requesting to meet with an individual, seeking nonadvisory information, and asking to be kept informed as to how a problem is developing. Upon review of studies included in this meta-analysis, there is no apparent taxonomy that describes constructs measured by in-baskets. The skills assessed generally consist of decision making, planning and organizing, and managing others, which includes delegation, directing subordinates, and consideration.

### 1.1. Criterion-related validity of in-baskets and their moderators

When assessing the criterion-related validity of the in-basket, it is informative to compare the in-basket’s validity with that of other simulations at various levels of fidelity. The criterion-related validity of assessment centers has been well documented in meta-analytic research (Arthur, Day, McNelly, & Edens, 2003; Gaugler, Rosenthal, Thornton, & Bentson, 1987; Hermelin, Lievens, & Robertson, 2007). The first assessment center meta-analysis was conducted by Gaugler et al. (1987). Using 50 studies that contained 107 validity coefficients, they obtained an operational validity estimate of .37 for predicting job performance. Hermelin et al. (2007) provided an update of Gaugler et al.’s meta-analysis by examining assessment center validity studies conducted since 1985. Using 26 studies that contained 27 coefficients, they obtained an operational validity estimate of .28 between the overall assessment rating (OAR) and supervisor ratings of job performance. Arthur et al. (2003) investigated the validity of six assessment center dimensions: communication, consideration, drive, influencing others, organizing and planning, and problem solving. Operational validity estimates ranged from .25 for consideration to .39 for problem solving, with an estimate across dimensions of .36. However, none of the assessment center meta-analyses examined the validity of in-baskets specifically. Thus, the current article is the seminal in-basket validity meta-analysis.

In-baskets can be considered work samples in which one performs tasks that are physically and/or psychologically similar to those performed on the job (Ployhart, Schneider, & Schmitt, 2006). Roth, Bobko, and McFarland (2005) conducted a meta-analysis of the validity of work sample tests. Specifically, they estimated the observed mean validity of work samples to be .26, which increased to .33 when corrected for criterion unreliability. We note that the work samples studied in Roth et al.’s meta-analysis included a variety of physical performance tasks, such as machinist tests for general vehicle mechanics (Engel, 1970) and psychomotor tests, such as typing (West & Bolanovich, 1963) and operating a sewing machine (Blum, 1943). Because Roth et al. included only one in-basket validity study in their meta-analysis (Meyer, 1970), and because the in-basket is quite different from the other physically oriented work samples, their validity estimate says little about the validity of the in-basket. Because the current research is specific to in-baskets, it provides an important contribution to the work simulation literature, in general, and the in-basket literature, in particular.

Because the in-basket is a simulation, it can be expected to have levels of validity comparable to other simulations. The assessment center and work sample literature reviewed earlier offers operational validities in the .20s and .30s. SJTs, often described as low-fidelity simulations (Motowidlo, Dunnette, & Carter, 1990), yield validities in the mid-.20s (McDaniel, Hartman, Whetzel, & Grubb, 2007). Given the meta-analytic results for assessment centers, work samples, and SJTs, we provide the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 1:** The in-basket will have criterion-related validity comparable to other simulations, such as assessment centers, work samples, and SJTs.

The criterion-related validity of in-baskets may be influenced by a variety of factors. We investigated two categories of moderator variables with our data: (a) characteristics of in-baskets, specifically whether the content is job specific (content is developed for a particular job) or generic (content is designed for use across multiple jobs), and how in-baskets are scored (objectively vs. subjectively); and (b) features of the study, specifically whether the study was published or unpublished, and whether the study used a predictive or concurrent design. The investigation of these moderators is important as they provide guidance to developers.
and users regarding content and scoring of in-baskets, and to researchers who evaluate the validity of in-baskets in various settings. We discuss each of these moderators in turn.

1.1.1. Job-specific versus generic content of the in-basket

Several studies have used in-baskets designed for generic management jobs (e.g., the Bureau of Business in-basket; Frederiksen, 1962). Several test vendors offer online in-baskets that assess general managerial competencies across jobs and organizations. Although job analysis is used to justify their use in organizations, these in-baskets are not tailored to specific jobs in specific organizations. Thus, these in-baskets can be characterized as generic. On the other hand, in-baskets can be designed specifically for a particular job or organization (Atkins & Wood, 2002; Bentz, 1968). Job analysis is used to identify essential tasks to be simulated using the in-basket. Job-specific knowledge, skills, and abilities can be assessed using task-related documents that increase the fidelity of the in-basket. Thus, these in-baskets can be characterized as job-specific.

This distinction is analogous to the content categories of employment interviews studied by McDaniel, Whetzel, Schmidt, and Maurer (1994). They differentiated between job-related and psychological interviews. Job-related interviews were those conducted by a personnel officer or hiring official and the questions assessed past behaviors and job-related information of relevance to a specific job in an organization. Psychological interviews were typically conducted by a psychologist and the questions assessed general personal traits, such as conscientiousness. Because their content was relatively generic, psychological interviews applied to multiple jobs. McDaniel et al. (1994) found that job-related (specific) interviews were more valid than psychological (generic) interviews (.39 vs. .29). Thus, we offer:

**Hypothesis 2:** In-baskets with job-specific content will yield higher operational validity estimates than in-baskets with generic content.

1.1.2. Objective versus subjective scoring of the in-basket

Objectivity, in this discussion, refers to the use of a scoring key and the degree of human judgment involved in deriving a score. On one extreme, multiple-choice tests can be used to score in-baskets objectively. In such cases, the examinee selects an option that reflects what he/she would do in response to each item or rates the effectiveness of response options identified by the developer. A similar approach involves a list on which raters check off whether the examinee exhibited a given behavior (Felker, Curtin, & Rose, 2007). Objective methods are often used when in-baskets are administered and scored by computer. An advantage of an objective approach is likely increased reliability because of scoring standardization. Because reliability places constraints on the maximum levels of validity, we begin with a brief review of reliability evidence of work sample tests and then review the reliability of job performance ratings.

The joint services job performance measurement project conducted extensive studies of the reliability of work samples. They found increased reliability by focusing on observable behaviors and scoring task performance on each checklist item as a dichotomy (go/no go; Wigdor & Green, 1986) using a behavioral checklist. Using this approach, high levels of reliability were found for Project A (Knapp & Campbell, 1993). Similarly, Carey (1990) and Felker et al. (1988) reported agreements exceeding 90% between test scorers and ‘shadow’ scorers for a variety of Marine Corps job sample tests.

In contrast, a subjective approach involves the use of rating scales (e.g., behaviorally anchored rating scales or graphic rating scales) to measure competencies assessed by the in-basket. Using a behaviorally based approach, a scale may include behavioral examples of responses a person could make at various levels of proficiency; raters then compare an examinee’s response to examples provided in the scale. Studies have investigated the reliability of subjective performance ratings. Viswesvaran, Ones, and Schmidt (1996) compared reliability estimates of ratings from various sources. They found that supervisory ratings appeared to have higher reliability than peer ratings, and that the mean interrater reliability of supervisory ratings was .52 (using 40 reliability coefficients and a total sample of 14,650 participants) for overall job performance. Salgado, Moscoso, and Lado (2003) found levels of test–retest reliability of job performance ratings across performance dimensions (.57) that were comparable with Viswesvaran and colleagues.

Although we present the objective/subjective distinction as dichotomous, one could view the differences between behavioral checklists and behaviorally anchored rating scales as differing only in degree of objectivity. Thus, degree of objectivity could be considered a continuum. For this study, we made a distinction between objective and subjective methods of scoring to inform...
developers of potential differences in the validity of these scoring options. Given the apparent higher level of reliability of objective scoring methods over subjective, we offer the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3: In-baskets that are objectively scored will have higher operational validity estimates than those that are subjectively scored.

1.1.3. Published versus unpublished data sources
We also investigated whether the source of the study was from published literature or from unpublished documents. There is a great deal of controversy, particularly in the medical field (e.g., Cuffman, Morrissey, & Drazen, 2006), about the selective suppression of research results. In the typical case of publication bias, studies with small samples and statistically insignificant results are unavailable in the published literature (Chan, Hróbjartsson, Haahr, Götzsche, & Altman, 2004; Dickersin, 2005; McDaniel, Rothstein, & Whetzel, 2006; Pigott, 2009; Song et al., 2010). In the medical community, publication bias is a problem when the medical efficacy of a drug or treatment is substantially overestimated because of suppression of small effect results. In the fields of psychological, educational, and behavioral treatment, Lipsey and Wilson (1993) showed that published studies tend to yield higher effect sizes than unpublished studies (.53 vs. .39; table 3). Closer to the field of industrial/organizational (I/O) psychology, Kepes, McDaniel, Banks, and Whetzel (2012) found that a comparison of published with unpublished distributions for structured interviews indicated that published samples have larger effect size estimates. They attributed this result to a suppression of small effect size samples in the published literature. The higher effect sizes found in published studies may reflect better quality research or a preference of journals to report statistically significant results. Given the consistency of these results, we offer the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: Validity studies that have been published (e.g., journals and book chapters) will yield higher validities than studies that have not been published (e.g., technical reports and conference presentations).

1.1.4. Concurrent versus predictive study design
We coded whether each study used a concurrent or predictive research design. Studies that use a predictive design involve administering the in-basket at one point in time (e.g., at application for a job or promotion) and then assessing job performance after the person is in the job for a period of time. Concurrent studies typically involve administering the test and a criterion measure at the same time. Given that criterion data are available, the participants in such studies are usually job incumbents. For tests of cognitive ability, results show that these two designs do not yield significantly different results (Barrett, Phillips, & Alexander, 1981; Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, & Kirsch, 1984). However, meta-analytic research has shown that concurrent study designs yield higher validity estimates than predictive study designs for several selection methods. For SJTs, the estimated operational validity using predictive studies was .18 (k = 6; N = 346), whereas the estimated operational validity using concurrent studies was .35 (k = 96; N = 10,294) (McDaniel, Morgeson, Finnegam, Campion, & Braverman, 2001). Huffcutt, Conway, Roth, and Klebe (2004) investigated the effect of study design on the validity of the interview. They found that studies using a predictive design yielded lower estimated population validities (.38 in the overall sample) than studies using a concurrent design (.48 in the overall sample; .53 in the adjusted sample). These findings are aligned with other meta-analytic results (e.g., Hough, 1998; Ones, Viswesvaran, & Schmidt, 1993). Thus, we offer:

Hypothesis 5: Studies using a concurrent design will yield higher operational validities than studies using a predictive design.

1.2. Cognitive loading of in-baskets
To the extent that in-baskets place demands on cognitive skills, such as reading, reasoning, and problem solving, it is reasonable to suggest that in-baskets are correlated with cognitive ability. This is useful information because it has implications for the potential incremental validity of in-baskets over g and the potential for subgroup differences. Simulations of varying levels of fidelity have been found to covary with cognitive ability. For example, McDaniel et al. (2007) found that SJTs were correlated with cognitive ability (mean observed validity = .29; k = 95; N = 30,859). Similarly, Roth et al. (2005) found a mean observed correlation of .32 (k = 43, N = 17,563) between work samples and cognitive ability. Thus, the correlations tend to establish a low to moderate relationship with cognitive ability but not so high as to rule out the possibility that in-baskets may provide incremental validity over cognitive ability. Given the consistency of the correlations between other types of simulations and cognitive ability, we offer the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 6: Because of the cognitive requirements of in-baskets, they will be positively correlated with g.

1.3. Sensitivity analyses
Because meta-analytic reviews typically summarize all known studies on a particular topic, they tend to be cited frequently and have a large influence on the literature. Therefore, it is important to investigate the extent
to which meta-analytic results are robust to the influences of potential bias (Kepes et al., 2012; Kepes, McDaniel, Brannick, & Banks, 2013). Publication bias is defined as the tendency to publish studies depending on the magnitude, direction, or statistical significance of the results (Dickersin, 2005). Thus, to enhance the accuracy of meta-analytic reviews, both the samples (i.e., their effect sizes) included and those left out of the analysis must be considered.

Several methods for conducting sensitivity analyses were used for the current study. First, we identified a possible outlier (i.e., a study with large numbers of subjects that yielded atypical results) and conducted a separate meta-analysis without it to determine if the study’s omission changed the results. Second, we conducted publication bias analyses consisting of trim and fill analyses (Duval & Tweedie, 2000a, 2000b) and two correlational and regression-based publication bias methods (Begg & Mazumdar, 1994; Egger, Smith, Schneider, & Minder, 1997).

1.4. Unique contribution of this study to science and applied practice

The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the criterion-related validity of the in-basket exercise. Schippmann, Prien, and Katz (1990) conducted an exhaustive narrative review on the psychometric characteristics of the in-basket. They concluded that, in spite of its face validity, the compiled studies provided only modest evidence of criterion-related validity. Several meta-analyses have investigated the criterion-related validity of assessment centers, which included exercises such as in-baskets, role-plays, and leaderless group discussions. As such, one cannot determine the validity of the in-basket independent of the other exercises. Because of their fidelity to the job, in-baskets can be considered work samples. The Roth et al. (2005) study is an excellent review of the work sample literature; however, they included only one in-basket study (Meyer, 1970). Thus, although it substantially informs our knowledge of work samples in general, the Roth et al. study contributes little to our knowledge of the in-basket in particular.

The data compiled for this meta-analysis of in-basket validity is the most comprehensive validity collection to date. Thus, in addition to estimating criterion-related validity, we investigate plausible moderators related to features of the in-basket and features of the validation studies. These moderators will inform developers and users regarding decisions made during the creation of in-basket materials and their scoring. We also conduct sensitivity analyses to assess the extent to which our findings are robust to potential biases. As such, this article is an important contribution beyond Schippmann, Prien, and Katz’s (1990) narrative review, the assessment center meta-analyses, and Roth et al.’s (2005) meta-analysis of work samples.

2. Method

2.1. Literature search

We consulted a variety of sources to gather available literature on the psychometric characteristics of in-baskets. First, we searched PsycINFO. Keywords for computerized searches included in-basket, in-box, in-tray, assessment center, administrative performance, managerial performance, validity, reliability, decision making, planning, organizing, delegation, and organizational skills. Once we obtained relevant articles, their reference lists were reviewed for additional studies. Second, we contacted test publishers to obtain technical documentation describing the validity of in-baskets. Third, we issued a call for papers via the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP) website (http://www.SIOP.org). Fourth, we requested articles using http://www.LinkedIn.com listserv groups, including SIOP, International Personnel Assessment Council, Personnel Testing Council (PTC) of Metropolitan Washington, PTC Northern California, PTC Southern California, I/O Practitioners Network. We also requested articles through the HR listserv of the Academy of Management, and the Academy of International Business listserv. Note that out of the 31 coefficients used in this study, 23 (74%) came from published literature, four (13%) came from two consulting organizations, two (6%) came from a call for papers through LinkedIn, and two (6%) came via personal communication to the first author.

2.2. Decision rules

Several decision rules were used for inclusion of studies in this meta-analysis. We classified the decision rules into categories of how the studies were reported, the nature of the criteria, and scoring of the in-basket. Regarding the nature of the studies, because the purpose of this meta-analysis was to determine the criterion-related validity of the in-basket technique as a predictor of job performance, only studies that used the in-basket in an employment setting were included in the analysis. Further, many of the original assessment center studies that used in-baskets only provided validities using an overall assessment rating (OAR) or exercise dimension ratings. Because we could not isolate in-basket validities, these studies were not included (e.g., Dunnette, 1971; Huck & Bray, 1976; Wilson & Tatge, 1973). One study provided validity results for two in-basket scales (e.g., productivity and content) as well as a multiple R with a criterion and in that case, we coded the multiple R (Hakstian, Woolsey, & Schroeder, 1986). When studies
reported a range of numbers of participants in a study, we coded the smaller number to provide a more conservative estimate (e.g., Melchers & Kleinmann, 2009; Turnage & Muchinsky, 1984). Two samples were omitted because they reported only significant correlations of the in-basket with the criterion (i.e., Ginsburg & Silverman, 1972; Meyer, 1970 cross-validation sample). Inclusion of such studies or samples would tend to result in overestimating the operational validity. Data from independent samples of participants were entered into the meta-analysis as separate correlation estimates. Thus, when samples were identical across multiple studies, the most current edition served as the data source for that sample (e.g., Bentz, 1962, 1968). When two in-baskets were administered within the same study (Cross, 1969), one prior to employment and the other after being hired, we coded the validity from the first in-basket administration because it could be used to predict future job performance. In the Cross (1969) study, the in-basket was scored in more than one manner. The validity estimate generated using the method that resembled traditionally scored in-baskets (scoring on categories of ‘stylistic’ behavior such as ‘discusses with subordinates’ and ‘recognizes good work’) was chosen over the nontraditionally scored in-basket (scoring on semantic differential scale, such as urbane-rough and forceful-tentative). Studies that reported validity coefficients that had been corrected for artifacts, such as range restriction and criterion unreliability, were transformed back to the observed values. When the necessary information was not provided to make these adjustments, those coefficients were not included (e.g., Hakstian & Harlos, 1993).

Regarding the nature of the criterion, studies that did not include correlations of the in-basket with a criterion were not included (e.g., research that provided only multi-trait multi-method matrices and/or factor analyses [e.g., Donahue, Truxillo, Cornwell, & Gerrity, 1997] or research that did not include a criterion [e.g., Craik et al., 2002]). In addition, criteria such as personal temperament and interests (Frederiksen, 1966) and starting salary (Ward, 1960) were deemed unrepresentative of the job performance construct. Although an increase in managerial responsibility could be considered a useful proxy for job performance, Wollowick and McNamara (1969) was the only study found that used this criterion. Thus, it was excluded from the present analysis. Promotions, however, were considered a proxy for job performance (e.g., Melchers & Kleinmann, 2009). Note that with the exception of Melchers and Kleinmann, all criterion measures were supervisor ratings of job performance or supervisor ratings of promotion potential.

Per the Meta-Analysis Reporting Standards specified in the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* (2010), we have listed the study source, r, N, and the coding of moderators in the Appendix A.

### 2.3. Inter-coder agreement

The first two authors of this study, one an experienced researcher with over 20 years of applied assessment experience, the other a faculty member with research and teaching experience in the area of employee selection, both with doctorate degrees in industrial/organizational psychology, coded all validity studies. For each study, we compared five data points: (a) N; (b) r; (c) objective versus subjective; (d) concurrent versus predictive; and (e) job specific versus generic. The published versus unpublished moderator was not part of this analysis because it was considered too obvious and would artificially inflate the estimate of interrater agreement.

To determine the level of inter-rater agreement, we identified the number of data points and the number of disagreements. For this analysis, there were 190 data points and 18 disagreements, yielding a 91% level of agreement. Disagreements were resolved by referring back to the decision rules (or creating new ones) and discussion between the two researchers. This high level of agreement replicates the findings of Whetzel and McDaniel (1988) concerning inter-coder agreement for validity generalization databases.

### 2.4. Meta-analytic techniques

Psychometric meta-analytic procedures (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004) were used in this study. Hunter and Schmidt’s most recent meta-analytic program was used to analyze the data (Schmidt & Le, 2005). We used the Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) software (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2005) to conduct the publication bias analyses.

#### 2.4.1. One correlation per sample

Only one criterion-related coefficient was coded per sample and only one correlation with cognitive ability was coded per sample. When multiple correlation coefficients per sample were provided, we calculated a composite correlation when possible and used a mean correlation otherwise (Ghiselli, Campbell, & Zedeck, 1981, p. 163). We computed a composite under the following two conditions. The first condition was when multiple in-basket predictor dimensions were correlated separately with a criterion and either the (a) correlations among the predictors were provided or (b) mean correlation among predictors could be computed (e.g., Brass & Oldham [1976] reported correlations between six in-basket dimension scores). The second condition was when a single in-basket score was correlated with multiple criteria (e.g., one correlation for each of several supervisor ratings) and the correlations among the scales were provided (e.g., Kesselman, Lopez, & Lopez, 1982 who reported in-basket scores correlated with two performance criteria: Form A [traits ratings] and
Form B [behavioral observation scale ratings]). When the correlations among the variables were not provided, we averaged the validities for the sample. When overall performance was provided as one of the criteria, we coded it rather than computing a composite among remaining scales.

2.4.2. Corrections for statistical artifacts
Because 29 of the 31 validity coefficients in the job performance distribution were based on supervisor ratings, we adjusted the mean validity coefficient for unreliability (two coefficients were supervisor ratings of promotion potential). We relied on Pearlman, Schmidt, & Hunter’s (1980) assumed distribution of proficiency criterion reliabilities, in which the expected value is .60 (Pearlman et al.’s table 1). This may provide an overestimate of reliability as later research estimated supervisor ratings reliability to be approximately .57 or .52 (Salgado et al., 2003; Viswesvaran et al., 1996). Thus, our estimates of the operational validity are likely conservative (i.e., downwardly biased). Our tables include both the ‘bare bones’ meta-analysis results with no corrections, as well as the fully corrected estimates. We also computed the operational validity estimates with and without correcting for range restriction. Because we did not have range restriction data available in our studies, we used range restriction estimates provided by Pearlman et al. (1980) and Schmidt and Hunter (1977). This will likely underestimate the validity of in-baskets because we corrected for direct range restriction only and because range restriction is more severe for more complex jobs (Schmidt, Shaffer, & Oh, 2008). When we conducted the meta-analysis of correlations between g and the in-basket, we assumed that g had a reliability of .90 (Berry, Sackett, & Landers, 2007; Huffcutt, Roth, & McDaniel, 1996).

2.5. Publication bias
Confidence in the validity and robustness of meta-analytic results depends on the extent to which publication bias influences research results (Kepes et al., 2012; Rothstein, Sutton, & Borenstein, 2005). CMA (Borenstein et al., 2005) was used to complete the following analyses: (a) a meta-analysis of observed correlations using a random-effects model; (b) Duval and Tweedie’s (2000a, b) trim and fill analysis on the random-effects model (using the symmetry of a distribution of correlations to detect bias and imputing the ‘missing’ correlations to reestimate the overall effect size); (c) Begg and Mazumdar’s (1994) rank correlation test (using the correlation between the effect size and precision [similar to N1]); (d) Egger et al.’s (1997) regression intercept (using precision to correct the standardized effect size, which is the effect size divided by the

---

### Table 1. Meta-analysis of in-basket operational validity and publication bias results using four plausible moderators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Job Performance</th>
<th>Criterion/Moderator</th>
<th>Bare Bones Meta-analysis</th>
<th>Corrected for Criterion Unreliability Only</th>
<th>Corrected for Range Restriction Only</th>
<th>Corrected for Range Restriction and Criterion Unreliability</th>
<th>Trim and Fill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No outliers</td>
<td>N=3958, k=32.25</td>
<td>.16, .18, .23, .12, .06, .07, .09</td>
<td>.42, .45, .29, .12, .25, .36</td>
<td>Trim and Fill</td>
<td>Studies imputed: ΔI2</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>N=2050, k=19</td>
<td>.12, .16, .16, .06</td>
<td>.23, .20, .15, .11</td>
<td>4, 5, 6</td>
<td>7, 8, 9</td>
<td>10, 11, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective</td>
<td>N=1908, k=12</td>
<td>.12, .16, .16, .06</td>
<td>.23, .20, .15, .11</td>
<td>4, 5, 6</td>
<td>7, 8, 9</td>
<td>10, 11, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoring</td>
<td>N=2389, k=15</td>
<td>.12, .16, .16, .06</td>
<td>.23, .20, .15, .11</td>
<td>4, 5, 6</td>
<td>7, 8, 9</td>
<td>10, 11, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published</td>
<td>N=1573, k=15</td>
<td>.12, .16, .16, .06</td>
<td>.23, .20, .15, .11</td>
<td>4, 5, 6</td>
<td>7, 8, 9</td>
<td>10, 11, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpublished</td>
<td>N=3187, k=23</td>
<td>.12, .16, .16, .06</td>
<td>.23, .20, .15, .11</td>
<td>4, 5, 6</td>
<td>7, 8, 9</td>
<td>10, 11, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N1 = total sample size across studies, k = number of coefficients, T = trim and fill estimate of the observed distribution, SD = estimated operational mean validity, ΔI2 = estimate of the amount of variance remaining after artificial sources have been removed. Statistical significance of rank correlation (Begg & Mazumdar, 1994) and intercept tests (Egger et al., 1997) are cited in the text.
standard error); and (e) Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, and Altman (2003) \( I^2 \) (using an estimate of the proportion of variance not due to random sampling error). Higgins et al.’s criteria were used to evaluate the \( I^2 \): 25% is low, 45% is moderate, and 75% is large. For the trim and fill estimates, Kepes et al. (2012) classified publication bias as essentially absent or negligible when the difference between the meta-analytic mean and the trim and fill adjusted mean estimate is less than 20%. If the difference between two mean estimates is between 20% and 40%, Kepes et al. classified the presence of publication bias as moderate. Finally, publication bias was denoted as severe when the difference is 40% or greater. Note that the publication bias analyses were conducted on observed, not corrected, correlations. We also note that the rank correlation and the intercept tests are relatively low-power tests because their sample size is the number of studies. Therefore, when the results were not statistically significant, we reserved judgment on the existence of publication bias, consistent with recommended practice (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009).

3. Results

3.1. Reliability

The estimated mean reliability of the in-basket based on interrater reliability was .76 (k = 24; N = 2,325). The literature also reports numerous internal consistency (i.e., alpha) reliability estimates for the in-basket. We argue that these are inappropriate estimates given that in-baskets can and likely do measure multiple constructs. Thus, we offer .76 as the most accurate estimate of the in-basket’s reliability based on cumulative research.

3.2. Criterion-related validity

Our operational criterion-related validity estimates\(^1\) and publication bias results for the in-basket are shown in Table 1. We also provide the validity as moderated by characteristics of the in-basket (scoring and content) and study characteristics (predictive vs. concurrent and published vs. unpublished).

3.2.1. Hypothesis 1: Operational validity estimate

The mean operational validity estimate of in-baskets (k = 31; N = 3,958) was .42 (observed mean validity = \( 1.6 \)), which supports our main hypothesis regarding the extent to which the validity of in-baskets for predicting job performance is comparable with the validity of other simulations. Our first sensitivity analysis for this distribution involved computing the operational validity without an outlier study (Goldstein, Yusko, Braverman, Smith, & Chung, 1998). The study was deemed a potential outlier because of its comparatively large sample size (N = 633). As shown in Table 1, the difference between this analysis and that using the full set of studies was negligible (operational mean estimates of .42 for the full set of studies vs. .45 for the reduced set of studies). Consequently, subsequent analyses were performed using all studies available.

Our second sensitivity analysis involved computing indices of publication bias. Consistent with literature (Kepes et al., 2012), these estimates are conducted on observed correlations. Our results showed moderate evidence of publication bias, as seen in Table 1. Regarding the trim and fill analysis for the overall sample, imputing seven studies would result in an observed validity estimate that is .03 lower than the observed correlation (.16) (see Figure 1 for a graphic illustration). Because the resulting estimate (.13) is 19% lower, this is considered negligible evidence of publication bias (Kepes et al., 2012). We note, however, that a trim and fill analysis is not robust to violation of the assumption that all variance is due to sampling error (Terrin, Schmid, Lau, & Olkin, 2003). Thus, publication bias is best evaluated in moderator subgroups where heterogeneous variance due to moderators is restricted. Note also that in sub-
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Figure 1. Distribution of observed validities for the job performance criterion (seven studies imputed; change in \( r = .04 \)). Y-axis is an indicator of precision (1/standard error), which is highly correlated with sample size. X-axis is estimate of validity (expressed as Fisher’s Z). Open circles represent observed studies; darkened circles represent studies imputed using trim and fill. Open diamond represents original validity estimate; darkened diamond represents validity estimate after studies are imputed.
sequent analyses, we analyzed the coefficients resulting from the addition of the ‘missing’ studies in order to assess the effect of each moderator. This is not to suggest that these are the better estimates of operational validity, but merely a way to establish a common metric for making comparisons and evaluating hypotheses. Neither the rank correlation test nor the test of the intercept was statistically significant. We note that both tests have limited power (Borenstein et al., 2009), and that their results may not be statistically significant if the number of samples is small, even if publication bias is present. Note that Higgins $I^2$ showed that 57% of variance is due to nonrandom sampling error heterogeneity, suggesting the presence of moderators. According to Higgins et al. (2003), this is in the moderate range. Because of the width of the credibility interval and the $I^2$ suggest moderate variance remaining, we evaluated four moderators of in-basket validity.

3.2.2. Hypothesis 2: In-basket content (generic vs. job specific)

In-baskets with job-specific and generic content yielded nearly equal operational validity estimates (.42 and .41, respectively). Trim and fill publication bias results suggested that the mean observed validity of job-specific in-baskets was reduced by .04 (from the mean observed correlation of .17) by adding five studies to the distribution, yielding a mean observed validity of .13. As such, the adjusted validity is 24% lower than the original validity estimate, providing moderate evidence of publication bias. The validity of in-baskets developed for multiple jobs (generic) suggests that, after adding one study, the mean observed validity decreased by .01 (from the mean observed correlation of .16), yielding a mean observed validity of .15. Because the resulting trim and fill estimate was less than 20% lower than the observed estimate, publication bias is considered to be absent or negligible. Neither the rank correlation test nor the intercept test yielded significant results for either job-specific or generic validity estimate distributions. The Higgins $I^2$ test shows a moderate amount of variance remaining in both distributions that is not attributable to random sampling error. Given the similarity of the validity estimates both before and after addressing publication bias, Hypothesis 2 is not supported. Specifically, there is no meaningful difference in the validity of generic versus job-specific in-baskets.

3.2.3. Hypothesis 3: In-basket scoring (objective vs. subjective)

Both objectively and subjectively scored in-baskets yielded equal operational validity estimates (.39), as shown in Table 1. The trim and fill publication bias analyses suggested that the mean observed validity of objectively scored in-baskets decreased by .04 (from the mean observed correlation of .15) when two studies were imputed, yielding a mean observed validity of .11. This is indicative of moderate publication bias because the adjusted estimate is 27% lower than the original observed estimate. Similarly, the mean observed validity of subjectively scored in-baskets decreased by .05 (from the mean observed correlation of .15) when five studies were added, yielding a mean observed validity of .10 (a 33% difference), indicative of moderate publication bias. Neither the rank correlation test nor the intercept test was statistically significant for the objectively or subjectively scored in-basket validity distributions. The Higgins $I^2$ test for both objectively and subjectively scored in-baskets suggests that there is a moderate amount of unexplained variance beyond random sampling error. Because of the nearly equal levels of validity in the observed and publication bias adjusted results, Hypothesis 3 was not supported. Specifically, there is no meaningful difference in validity scored with objective approaches versus subjective approaches.

3.2.4. Hypothesis 4: Source of study (published vs. unpublished)

Published and unpublished studies yielded nearly equal operational validity estimates (.42 and .41, respectively), as shown in Table 1. However, the trim and fill publication bias analysis suggests that the mean observed validity of in-baskets as documented in published studies was reduced by .05 (from the mean observed correlation of .16) after adding six studies, making the mean adjusted observed validity .11. For unpublished studies, no studies needed to be imputed to achieve symmetry in the distribution, so the mean observed validity of .17 remained the same. These results suggest that the distribution of published studies is moderately affected by publication bias because the adjusted estimate is 31% lower than the observed estimate. However, contrary to Hypothesis 4, the unpublished studies exhibited higher levels of validity than the published studies. The rank correlation test did not yield statistically significant results for either distribution; the intercept test yielded significant results for the published distribution. As with the other distributions, the amount of variance remaining after accounting for random sampling error was moderate. Thus, Hypothesis 4 was not supported even though greater evidence of publication bias was evident in the published distribution than in the unpublished distribution.

3.2.5. Hypothesis 5: Study design (predictive vs. concurrent)

We also investigated the extent to which study design affects in-basket validity results, as shown in Table 1. Predictive studies yielded lower operational mean validity estimates than concurrent studies (.06 and .50, respectively) providing support for Hypothesis 5.
Publication bias analyses suggest that no validity estimates were imputed for the distribution of predictive validity estimates. For concurrent studies, publication bias analysis showed that after adding nine studies, the mean observed validity decreased by .05 (from the mean observed correlation of .20), yielding an observed validity of .15. The effect of publication bias was moderate because the trim and fill adjusted estimate was 25% lower than the original estimate. The rank correlation test yielded significant results for neither distribution; the intercept test yielded significant results for the concurrent distribution. The Higgins $I^2$ test showed a moderate amount of variance remaining after accounting for random sampling error. Both the meta-analytic estimates and the publication bias results suggest that the mean validity estimates from predictive studies are lower than those for concurrent studies, thus providing support for Hypothesis 5.

However, we offer two caveats to this conclusion. First, there were relatively few validity coefficients ($k = 8$) from predictive studies, which makes the results more likely to be distorted by second-order sampling error (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004). Second, publication bias analyses may be suspect for distributions with fewer than 10 effect sizes (Kepes et al., 2012). Still, the magnitude of the difference between predictive and concurrent studies is sufficiently large such that we conclude that validities obtained from current samples are larger than those obtained from predictive samples.

3.2.6. Hypothesis 6: Cognitive loading of in-baskets

Regarding the correlation between the in-basket and $g$, the observed estimate is .26, which suggests that the in-basket is somewhat $g$-loaded. Trim and fill publication bias analysis showed that one study was needed to achieve a symmetrical distribution, but the validity remained unchanged. Neither the rank order correlation test nor the intercept test was statistically significant. The Higgins $I^2$ test showed a moderate amount of variance remaining after accounting for random sampling error (Table 2).

### Table 2. Mean correlation between $g$ and the in-basket

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$\overline{r}$</th>
<th>$SD_r$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$SD_\rho$</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Studies imputed</th>
<th>$\Delta \overline{r}$</th>
<th>$I^2$</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3259</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** $N$ = total sample size across studies; $k$ = number of coefficients; $\overline{r}$ = mean correlation of the observed distribution; $SD_r$ = standard deviation of the observed distribution; $\rho$ = estimated operational mean validity; $SD_\rho$ = estimated operational standard deviation; Studies imputed is the number of studies that would need to be imputed to achieve a symmetrical distribution; $\Delta \overline{r}$ is the difference in validity after studies are imputed and $\overline{r}$ is the resulting validity estimate; $I^2$ is the amount of variance remaining after artifactual sources have been removed. Statistical significance of rank correlation (Begg & Mazumdar, 1994) and intercept tests (Egger et al., 1997) are cited in the text.

## 4. Discussion

For approximately 50 years, the in-basket has been used to assess training and developmental needs and to predict performance for a wide variety of occupations. The constructs measured by the in-basket are likely very different than those measured by other simulation measures often included in assessment centers. In general, the constructs measured by the in-basket are more cognitive (e.g., procedural and declarative job knowledge and managerial/administrative capabilities) than those measured by other simulation methods, such as role-plays and leaderless group discussions, that measure interpersonal skills. Its widespread use, both online and in paper and pencil form, is likely due to its face validity and ease of use. In-baskets are easier to administer than many other assessment center exercises, such as role-plays and leaderless group discussions, because they do not require human interaction. In fact, because many vendors have created in-baskets that are administered and scored online, their use will likely increase in the future. Until this article, there has been no comprehensive empirical review of the reliability and validity of in-baskets.

Our results show that in-baskets can be scored reliably with our best estimate of .76, based on interrater reliability. This estimate is comparable to or slightly higher than those found for other work samples (e.g., Roth et al., 2005). The estimated mean operational criterion-related validity was .42 (observed mean = .16), which is comparable to (and somewhat higher than) other meta-analytic reviews of work samples and simulations (e.g., Arthur et al., 2003; Gaugler et al., 1987; Hermelin et al., 2007; McDaniel et al., 2007; Roth et al., 2005). There was no moderator effect for in-basket content, which suggests that generic in-baskets, such as those administered online, are likely just as valid as those developed for a particular job or organization. A plausible explanation is that in-baskets generally measure administrative or managerial skills (e.g., planning, organizing, and prioritizing) and it may not matter...
whether the in-basket is job-specific or developed for any number of jobs. The operational validity estimates of subjectively and objectively scored in-baskets were nearly equal, even after adjustments for publication bias, possibly because there is a continuum of objectivity with checklists being somewhat more objective than rating scales. Data source did act as a moderator after adjusting for publication bias; just not as we expected. Published and unpublished studies yielded approximately equal validity estimates after adjusting for publication bias (publication bias was moderate for the published studies and nonexistent for the unpublished studies). This is consistent with Ferguson and Brannick’s (2012) findings demonstrating that publication bias is relatively common (41% of the studies displayed evidence of publication bias). Consistent with our hypothesis, predictive studies yielded lower validity estimates than concurrent studies, and this result was robust to the influence of publication bias. This finding is likely due to predictor contamination (a rater’s knowledge about a candidate’s job performance may bias the rater’s assessment of the candidate’s in-basket results). Another possible explanation is that incumbents’ experience and knowledge of the organization may influence in-basket performance as well as their job performance. The opportunity for incumbents to use their experience and knowledge from their present positions when answering questions may magnify the correlation with job performance (Cascio, 1998; Huffcutt et al., 2004).

We also found that cognitive ability had a moderate observed mean correlation with the in-basket (.26), which suggests that in-baskets are somewhat g-loaded. This is not surprising given the reading and reasoning requirements of in-baskets. Given the correlation with cognitive ability and the cognitive demands of in-baskets, there may be mean subgroup differences on in-basket scores. To provide a more complete answer to this question Roth, Bobko, McFarland, and Buster (2008) found that Black–White ethnic group differences on work samples were .73 favoring White job applicants. They concluded that work sample measures have more adverse impact than previously believed. Additionally, Goldstein et al. (1998) found that the in-basket produced a .35 standard deviation difference favoring Whites over Blacks. Regardless of which study provides the more accurate estimate, we conclude that use of in-baskets may result in subgroup score differences, on average.

4.1. Limitations of this study

The first limitation of this study is the relatively small number of studies in each distribution. That said, this study provides the largest known database of in-basket validities. We recommend that as more data become available, these meta-analyses be rerun. Similarly, we did not have sufficient information on range restriction or criterion reliability to correct studies individually. Thus, we relied on Pearlman et al.’s (1980) distributions. For criterion reliability, Pearlman et al.’s estimate had an average of .60. We note that Viswesvaran et al. (1996) identified .52 as a more accurate estimate and Salgado et al. (2003) obtained a sample size weighted mean reliability of .57 across performance dimensions. We used the Pearlman et al.’s distribution because: (a) they provided a distribution of criterion reliabilities that enabled both mean and variance corrections to be made and (b) the average of .60 would yield a more conservative estimate of validity than .52 or .57. Thus, it is likely that our results underestimate the mean validity of the in-basket. Because of the lack of predictor reliability data in studies that provided validity data, we did not correct the variance in validities for predictor reliability. This likely resulted in overestimating the variance of the operational validity distribution and artificially reducing the lower end of the 80% credibility interval. We recommend that when conducting validity studies, the reliability of the measure be investigated and reported.

4.2. Recommendations for practitioners

This article provides important information to practitioners regarding the reliability and criterion-related validity of in-baskets. Regarding reliability, we note that the correlation between two raters is considered the reliability of a single rater. Thus, we used the Spearman–Brown formula to estimate the reliability of in-baskets, assuming we are computing a composite of two raters. The resulting reliability estimate is .86. Thus, we recommend that more than one rater provide in-basket scores in practice.

To obtain interrater agreement at the level suggested by this study, raters must be trained on how to use the rating scales. If the in-basket responses are provided orally, raters need to be trained on how to observe behavior and take notes. If the in-basket responses are provided in written form, raters need to be trained on how to score the responses independent of the potential confound of writing ability. Whether responses are provided orally or in writing, raters using behaviorally based rating scales or checklists need to be able to compare the in-basket responses to the examples provided and decide on a score based on the behavior that most closely matches the behavior they observe or read.

Because our results show that both job-specific and generic in-baskets have relatively high levels of validity, assessment designers can tailor in-baskets to various jobs and to specific competencies. For example, an in-basket for a HR professional would be different from that developed for a law enforcement officer/
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5. Conclusion

This study provides the most comprehensive evaluation of the criterion-related validity of in-baskets to date. Our best point estimate of the validity of in-baskets for predicting job performance is .42, which is comparable to other research on work samples and simulations. However, the extant in-basket literature has several deficiencies and we provide recommendations for future research to redress these deficiencies. We also
demonstrate that in-baskets can be scored reliably and are g-loaded. To the extent that in-baskets are available online, and because they have a high degree of face validity, their popularity as a selection device will likely increase. Thus, this article makes a substantial contribution to practice as well as to science.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Performance distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Time lag</th>
<th>Predictor used</th>
<th>Predictor content</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atkins and Wood (2002)</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avollo et al. (1999)</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bentz (1968)</td>
<td>-.33</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernthal, Schmidt, and Stehura (2010)</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobrow and Leonards (1997) concurrent sample</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobrow and Leonards (1997) predictive sample</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass and Oldham (1976)</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross (1969)</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2–5 years</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen, Jensen, and Beaton (1972) BB in-basket</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldstein et al. (1998)</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakstian and Scratchley (1997)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakstian et al. (1996) women</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Mixture</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakstian et al. (1986) men</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Mixture</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardoin, Waugh, Keenan, and O’Shea (2010)</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemphill, Griffiths, and Frederiksen (1962)</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kesselman et al. (1982)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilienhal and Mack (1992) First level super</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilienhal and Mack (1992) Second level super +</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez (1966) Administrative Services</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez (1966) Facility Management</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez (1966) Secretarial (Port Authority)</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez (1966) Lieutenant</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melchers and Kleinnmann (2009) Sales</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer (1970)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowack (1997)</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Behavior checklist</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connell et al. (1999)</td>
<td>.298</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connell et al. (2001)</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Kiger (personal communication, March 25, 2013)</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnage and Muchinsky (1984)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Assessor ratings</td>
<td>Job-specific</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Hooft, van der Flier, and Minne (2006)</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Electronic scoring</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For Time lag, all those with 0 are concurrent; for Predictor used, those considered subjective are italicized.

Table A2. In-basket reliability distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bader (1986) sample 1</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bader (1986) sample 2</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyd (1990) objective scoring</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyd (1990) subjective scoring</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobrow and Leonards (1997)</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bourgeois &amp; Silivinski (1974)</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bray and Grant (1966)</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brostoff and Meyer (1984)</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denning (1980)</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fedorko (1992)</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen, Jensen, and Beaton (1972)</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen, Saunders, and Wand (1957) CO Problems</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen et al. (1957) D/M Problems</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen et al. (1957) D/O Problems</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen et al. (1957) D/P Problems</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gill (1979)</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaffee and Michaels (1978)</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim (1980)</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez (1966)</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayes, Belloli, Riggio, and Aguirre (1997)</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowack (1997)</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed (1981)</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro and Dunbar (1980) rater 1 and rater 2</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverman (1972)</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Interrater</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A3. Distribution of correlations with cognitive ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Test of $g$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avolio, O’Connell, Martiz, and Kennedy (1999)</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>Reasoning (15 items) + critical thinking (15 items)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bentz (1968)</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denning (1980)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>Kit of factor-referenced cognitive tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen (1966) four tests</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>Average across all four cog tests with all in-basket ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederiksen, Saunders and Wand (1957)</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldstein et al. (1998)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>Wesman Personnel Classification Test – verbal and numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakstian et al. (1986) females</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>Wonderlic and Cattell Culture Fair Intelligence Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hakstian et al. (1986) males</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>Wonderlic and Cattell Culture Fair Intelligence Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemphill, Griffiths, and Frederiksen (1962)</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>Kit of selected tests for reference aptitude and achievement factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lance et al. (2000)</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>Written cognitive ability test: math, writing fluency, reading comp, following directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez (1966) Admin Services</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>School and College Ability Test (SCAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez (1966) Facility Management</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>School and College Ability Test (SCAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopez (1966) Lieutenant</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>Composite Alpha 9 and ACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer (1970)</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>Wonderlic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connell et al. (1999)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>Nonverbal reasoning (15 items) + critical thinking (15 items)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connell et al. (2010)</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>Nonverbal reasoning (15 items) + critical thinking (15 items)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connell et al. (2001)</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>Nonverbal reasoning (15 items) + critical thinking (15 items)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed (1981)</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>Shipley total math and verbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tziner and Dolan (1982)</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>Composite among verbal, nonverbal and inductive intelligence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>